ACTIVITIES & EXPERIENCES
CAPTIVATING MOMENTS, TIMELESS MEMORIES
START DISCOVERING

GUIDED EXPERIENCES
- Desert Drives
- Camel Trekking
- Desert Walks
- Fat Biking
- Archery
- Animal Experience

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS
- Tennis
- Basketball
- Desert Volleyball

AT YOUR LEISURE
- Kids & Teens Club
- Sandboarding & Sledding
GUIDED EXPERIENCES

Explore the mysteries of the desert and all its thrilling facets with a selection of adrenaline-racing activities, led by our seasoned activity guides.
Hop into our specially-adapted 4x4 and let our guides take you on a scenic adventure through the dunes.

Stop on some of the tallest dunes around to snap incredible photos as you learn about indigenous plants and animals on our Desert Safari (suitable for adults and children over the age of four) or; get your adrenaline racing with an action-packed Dune Bashing session courtesy of our trained drivers. Held in the early morning or late afternoon, Dune Bashing is suitable for adults and children over the age of six.

_Dune Bashing, Soft Drives, Self Drive and Night Discovery Drives available._

**DESERT DRIVES**

*DUNE BASHING*

**SUNRISE OR SUNSET**

- **400 - ADULT** | **300 - CHILD**
- **9.30 AM OR 3.00 PM**

**SOFT DRIVE**

- **400 - ADULT** | **300 - CHILD**
- **8.00 PM**

**SELF DRIVE**

- **10.00 AM OR 3.00 PM**
- **400 - PER CAR**

**NIGHT DISCOVERY DRIVE**

- **400 - ADULT** | **300 - CHILD**
- **8.00 PM**

All prices are in UAE Dirham and are inclusive of all applicable service charges, local fees and taxes.
CAMEL TREKKING

Let the ‘ship of the desert’ take you on an unforgettable journey across the Empty Quarter. Simply choose from one of our two treks available or simply bring your camera to meet the stars, our camels. For families with children above four, our Family Trek is a fun-filled activity in the valleys around the hotel and lasts for one hour and 15 minutes.

For those looking to capture the splendour of the endless desert, our Sunrise and Sunset Treks include mesmerising vistas, a stop for refreshments in a quaint Arabian setting and last for one hour and 45 minutes.

Sunrise and Sunset Quarter Exploration Treks and Medium Camel Dune Ride available.

DESERT WALKS

Explore the Rub’ Al Khali with a guided desert walk as you learn about the area’s history, heritage, flora and fauna. Perfect for families, this activity may be tailored to suit different fitness levels. We recommend booking a desert walk during sunrise or sunset to take advantage of optimum weather conditions and picture-perfect skies. For a truly mystical experience, embark on a walk at night, and watch the moonlight dance on the dunes.

Sunrise and sunset times may vary throughout the season. Please contact the activities team for more information. Wear comfortable walking shoes.
Thrill-seeking guests aged 14 and upwards are invited to take their pick from different treks and explore the awe-inspiring beauty of the desert on a fat bike. As the only bicycle that has been designed for sand dunes, the fat bike is perfect for experienced and amateur riders alike.

ARCHERY

Follow in the footsteps of the Liwa tribesmen and try your hand at archery. Featuring static targets set for different shooting ranges, this activity is suitable for adults and children over the age of eight. Our Archery sessions happen frequently throughout the day and take around 90 minutes to complete. While no prior skills are required for this activity, guests should possess good upper body strength and a keen eye.

FAT BIKING

Thrill-seeking guests aged 14 and upwards are invited to take their pick from different treks and explore the awe-inspiring beauty of the desert on a fat bike. As the only bicycle that has been designed for sand dunes, the fat bike is perfect for experienced and amateur riders alike.
Designed just for families with young children, this experience introduces little ones to local fauna. Under the watchful eye of our trained guides, visit the camel farm, animal park like sheeps, donkey and pony, as well as the Saluki dogs and visit the Oryxes.

ANIMAL EXPERIENCE

9.30 AM
190 – ADULT | 130 – CHILD

All prices are in UAE Dirham and are inclusive of all applicable service charges, local fees and taxes.
WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

You don’t have to venture too far from your guestroom or villa to enjoy a world of complimentary, fun-filled activities and experiences.
Practise your three-pointers and victory dance at our basketball court against the dunes of the desert. Ideal for casual matches between family and friends, the court is a fun way to enjoy a little competition during your stay.

Engage in a sand volleyball challenge with your family or fellow guests in our brand new desert volleyball field.

Note: Available on request

---

**TENNIS**

Our impeccable, floodlit tennis courts are the perfect playground for those looking to stay active during their holiday. Open day and night, our recreation team is at hand to provide you with the equipment you need for a game under the stars.

**BASKETBALL**

**DESERt VOLLEYBALL**
Guests of all ages are sure to have a wonderful and memorable time, with activities for all ages that do not require prior booking to enjoy.
We want to make sure that even our youngest guests have the best possible time. This is why we are proud to invite little (and growing ones) to enjoy a world of fun, creativity and adventure at our Kids’ and Teens’ clubs.

Made for guests between 3 and 10 years old, the Kids’ Club offers a daily schedule of fun and engaging activities designed to stimulate, as well as safety-certified games and toys.

For young adults, aged 11 to 18 years old, seeking their own space - the Teens’ Club is the place to be with video games, billiards and more.

Note: This is not a guided activity. Boards and sleds are available complimentary, at the Fitness Centre desk in Level B2.

KIDS & TEENS CLUB

SAND BOARDING

No matter the time of day, it’s hard to resist the call of the majestic sand dunes of the Empty Quarter. For adventurers looking to explore the desert in a whole new way, our hardy sandboards and sleds are perfect for racing down giant dunes and experiencing the unique thrills of our natural environment.

Note: This is not a guided activity. Boards and sleds are available complimentary.
TERMS & CONDITIONS

• To book your activity, enquire at the activity desk or dial #8622 between 9:00 am to 9:00 pm
• Bookings must be made and confirmed in advance
• Activities are subject to availability and weather conditions, and may be cancelled on short notice should safety or operational issues arise.
• Activity duration is from hotel pick-up to drop-off, and may vary depending on weather conditions.
• Children below 16 years old must be accompanied by an adult.

Cancellation Policy:
Morning activity: cancel by 8:30 pm on the night before
Afternoon activity: cancel by noon on the same day.

For no show and last minute cancellation, 100% of the activity price will be charged.
To book your activity,
enquire at the activity desk, dial # 8622 between 9:00 am and 9:00 pm
or email activitiesqas@anantara.com